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COLLECTION OF POEMS* 
(Tune: “A Policeman’s Lot is Not a Happy One”) 
(Pirates of Penzance) 
Twas a pleasant week in Aspen when we met 
To put Dorothy and Saunders on the spot 
To John Gray we owe quite enormous debt 
For arranging all the nice things that we got 
There were lectures that in number were quite ample 
From Hy and Bob and Jim and 4 named Pete 
There were bits of doubtful wisdom, for example, 
Someone said, “When you’re in doubt you should complete” 
Ah!. But when research on an H-space is the plan, 
A topologist is not a happy man 
Thompson put us in a state of consternation 
Taking lots of monstrous moonshine from his shelf 
Max’s elegant and eloquent oration 
Put Saunders in a category by himself 
Sammy educated us, at least when working, 
David’s technicolor pictures were quite sleek 
“Can you figure out the ... I am making? 
Peter May said with his tongue set in his cheek. But - 
When it comes to lively lyrics full of fun, 
Frank’s performance was a very snappy one. 
W-W 
* Poems composed on the occasion of the “Symposium on Algebra” held at the Aspen Center for 
Physics during the week May 23-27, 1979 and dedicated to Professor Saunders MacLane in honor of his 
seventieth birthday. 
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(Tune: “Our Love is Here to Stay” - G. Gershwin) 
It’s very clear, Saunders is here to stay 
And Dorothy too, forever and a day 
Though topoi, spectral sequences 
and the presheaves that we know 
May just be passing fancies doomed 
quite soon to go 
And finite groups we know are 
almost shot 
Spaces of loops - no longer sizzling hot 
Even functors may tumble, categories crumble 
They might really go some day 
But - the - MacLanes are here to stay. 
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A TALE OF CHICAGO 
(Tune: “Sweet Betsy from Pike”) 
My tale of Chicago begins with MacLane 
His papers with Sammy showed a vigorous brain; 
But he fell for an abstract and general thingummy 
And descended to running the National Academy. 
When Sammy ran off and teamed up with Cartan, 
Homological algebra really began; 
But their book is not suited to those who most need it; 
If you know it all already, perhaps you can read it. 
Dyer and Lashof began our tradition, 
Of studying loop-spaces and their addition; 
I cannot imagine how they share their dinner; 
Dick slowly diverges while Eldon gets thinner. 
MacLane’s Props and Pacts opened up a new way, 
Followed by Boardman and Segal and May; 
And soon a new fashion in theorems was seen; 
No human hand touched them, they’re done by machine. 
At the life of Ed Spanier we’ll next take a look, 
He wrote things with Henry and also a book; 
Of works of that kind it is clearly the best, 
And since its appearance he’s felt like a rest. 
The school at Northwestern is fertile as manure, 
Full of deep insight, but sometimes obscure; 
Mark loves those damn thetas like sister or brother; 
If you don’t like his first proof, he’ll give you another. 
Michael G. Barratt has found his way here. 
Like all Henry’s lads, he was brought up on beer; 
But even when suffering from a-+ mild dehydration, 
He’s a master of English and deep calculation. 
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On algebraic K-theory I find it handy, 
To parody Johnson’s remark about brandy; 
This subject has come to a terrible pass; 
Who would be a hero must drink pints of Bass*. 
MacLane got his seminars well under way, 
With Barr, Beck and Linton, John Isbell and Gray, 
Whose latest achievement should make the mind boggle - 
To mark Saunders’ birthday with a splendid boondoggle. 
Work abstract and general therefore progessed, 
And even spread slightly outside the Midwest; 
Kelly insisted that things should cohere, 
And they marched into topoi behind Bill Lawvere. 
And of this toposophy we got such a mass, 
As to need a new Cartan and Eilenberg or Bass; 
To uphold their tradition, now what am I bid? 
No one else wrote it, but Pete Johnstone did. 
All this gave rise to an evening debate** 
About our foundations and matters cognate; 
And one firm conclusion emerged from the rot; 
That sets may be empty, but speeches should not. 
Now what I have told you may seem quite absurd; 
But check on my story, don’t just take my word; 
When you learn from these masters, begin with MacLane, 
He gives his tutorials on the Washington plane. 
(FRANK) 
* A form of beer found in England 
** May 25. 1979. 
